Applications are invited from Indian Nationals for one post of Junior Research Fellow in a Board of Research in Nuclear Sciences (BRNS), Department of Atomic Energy (DAE), Government of India, Mumbai sponsored research project entitled ‘Alkaline-carbonatite complex of Pakkanadu: petrogenesis and REE, Nb, and U–Th mineralization’ (Project no.: 36(5)/14/02/2018-BRNS/36002). Emoluments will be as per existing BRNS rules (Rs 31,000=00 per month + admissible HRA). The post is purely temporary and co-terminus with the project (Project completion date is 17 May 2021, likely to be extended for one more year; terms and conditions applied). The candidate must be M.Sc. in Geology with at least 55% marks. The NET/GATE qualified candidates would be preferred. Upper age limit should not exceed 28 years. A relaxation of 5 years will be given to SC/ST/Physically handicapped/Female candidates. All things being equal, SC/ST candidates will be preferred as per GoI rules. Application on plain paper giving bio-data along with qualification supported by attested documents should reach within 21 days of this advertisement to Prof. Rajesh K. Srivastava, PI, BRNS Project, Department of Geology, BHU, Varanasi 221 005. No TA/DA will be paid if called for interview.

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Thiruvananthapuram, India

Recruitment for Faculty Positions

Indian Institute of Science Education and Research Thiruvananthapuram (IISERTVM) invites applications for faculty positions at the Assistant Professor (Grade 1) level in Biology, Chemistry, Data Science, Mathematics and Physics. IISER TVM is an autonomous institution created and funded by the Ministry of Education, Government of India to carry out teaching and research in basic sciences.

The candidates with outstanding academic record, exceptional research achievements, passion for teaching at both graduate and undergraduate levels, and motivation to engage in competitive frontline research may apply against the advertisement directly at: http://www.iisertvm.ac.in/pages/faculty-recruitment-2020